From the south of New Jersey
January – February 2021

Many Changes over the years since the last newsletter. I left the club for
many years, some members rode their last thermal, and some with health
issues couldn’t fly anymore. The club had a change of Presidents and the
present president ended up a one-man show. The biggest change was: Jim
Smith was able to broker an agreement for the use of a sod farm. We went
from flying on a Sand and gravel field full of weeds to a beautiful large field of
grass. The terms of usage also improved immensely. From only flying four
hours on Sunday morning to an anytime schedule. There are of course a few
simple rules to follow and the owner asked for a $40.00 per member annual
fee. Even though our dues increased to $60.00 a year, it is a great value.

FS Gilbert on the left
and our President
Jim Smith discussing
Free Flight and
solving the problems
of the world on our
new flying site
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On the other hand, some things do not change.
Contests are still not feasible. Although the
field is very large and we have multiple fields
to choice from we do share it with other clubs.
The largest of which is soccer, who hold major
tournaments at times. The other is a Radio
Control club. We are directed to set up so we
do not interfere with their activities, which is
very easy when only club members are flying.
However this might not be the case with a
contest. Take FAI who fly with long maxes,
SAM old-timers and NFFS Nostalgia events
might be possible. Then again both of these
categories are near non-existent in the area. A
Flying Aces Club contest I believe would be
quite doable. Unfortunately neither of the clubs
contest directors are versed in the FAC rules.
Hopefully now that we are flying on a field that is scale model friendly, we might
be able to attract an FAC contest director to join our merry group.

At this time we have 8 members, 4
of which are FAC Flyers, 1 FAI
member,who mostly flys P-30 at the field, and 3 sport flyers. That fairly well
explains about the club. If you are near the south Jersey area we would love to
hear from you. Maybe even drag you into the fold.
I’ll finish is off with some member photos
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Jim Smith, CFFG President,
First love is Diesels. He also
likes to design what I call
“Whimical scale” the one on
the left has a SE5a look to it
Therefore it is name SE6.
Below is another of his designs
called Sopwith

“Snollygoster”

Below is Alan Mkitarian, Club VP, he is one of
our FAC Members. Alan with a 36” bungee
launch Glider

One of Ron Felix’s P-30s
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This Beautiful model is a Walt Mooney
“Nieuport Beech”
Built by FS Gilbert
Down and to the left, his Boatonian

To the right is Bruce Forster. Also an
FAC member. He is holding a ¾
Korda ’39 Wakefield model. For as
beat up it is, “Flys Fantastic”.
Alan with
his cub.
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The gentleman to the left is
Ron Felix, our newest member.
Winding and launching.
Alan claims tha Ron is one heck
of a F1B(modern Wakefield)flyer

On the left is Jerry Litschi, the
Secretary and Newsletter
editor. If you have any
questions or comments please
E-mail me at
wakefieldnut@gmail.com
For more information on the
Crossing Free Flight Group.
As well as the National
Warplane Museum Free Flight
Series. Held in Geneseo,NY
every year
www.oldwakefields.com
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